
H-F Dyno-Mite Payment Agreement 
      

Player(s) Name:       

Parent (s) Name:       

Address:        

City:   , IL/IN,  zip     

Home Phone:        

Mobile Phone:        

E-mail (required):        

E-mail (optional):         

*E-mail is the main mode of communication, please list all e-mails that 
You want to receive Dyno-mite information. 

 
Installment Plan-378301 

Reg. Fee Sep. 28 Oct. 26 Nov. 30 Jan. 25 

$160 $160 $160 $160 $160 
378001-01 378001-01 378001-01 378001-01 378001-01 

TOTAL COST = $800 
 

IF BOX IS CHECKED, FEES WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE WITHDRAWN FROM THE CREDIT CARD 
PROVIDED BELOW. 

  
Monthly payments will be charged on your credit card on the dates listed above unless payment has 
been made in advance at the Ice Arena by cash, check, or card. **NO EXCEPTIONS** 
All practice/game privileges will be revoked if payment is not made or card is declined. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
By signing this agreement, I agree to pay the H-F Ice Arena fees in monthly installments. I understand that I may 
prepay this contract in full at any time before maturity. I also acknowledge the receipt of a fully completed copy 
of this contract.   
 
Signature:       

 

 

Credit Card #:       Visa MC Discover AmEx 

 

Expiration Date:   (cards that expire during term MUST be called in with new EXP date) 

 

**it is required to provide credit card information if you are using the installment plan.  The registration will 

not be accepted without VALID credit card information. 

 

Dyno-Mite Hockey is a 

great way for new youth 

hockey players to benefit 

from tons of practice 

added with some game 

atmosphere to get 

prepared for mite or 

squirt hockey. We 

encourage our skaters to 

have fun and learn the 

necessary skills to be a 

future Viking! 

For office use ONLY: 

Jersey Size   

USA Hockey Confirmation 

  

Coaching Interest  



Homewood-Flossmoor Youth 

Hockey Program 

24 Hour Rule 

 
 

The 24 hour rule is designed to prevent families and friends from voicing their concerns or 

displaying anger towards coaches until 24 hours after a game.   

 

The following examples are violations of the 24 Hour Rule: 

 Within 24 hours of a game a parent, family member or friend of the family: 

 Calls a coach to complain about the way they run the locker room before games. 

 Approaches a coach to ask if their child can get more playing time. 

 Approaches a coach about the amount of ice time a player received. 

 Approaches a coach with negative feedback concerning the game or practice. 

 E-mails a coach to discuss the feedback their child received on the bench. 

 

A violation of this rule is approaching the coach in person, by phone or in writing/email within 

24 hours of finishing a game to voice a concern or about something that occurred before, during 

or after the game.  This rule applies to anyone who attends the game with your family. 

 

First Offense: Parent receives a 1 week suspension from all games and practices 

Second Offense: Parents receives a 3 week suspension from all games and practices 

Third Offense:  Family will be asked to leave the H-F program indefinitely without the 

possibility of a refund. 

*with each offense, the parent will be asked to meet with the Hockey Coordinator 

 

How to stay within the guidelines of the 24 hour rule: 

1. Write down what needs to be discussed with the coach 

2. Call, email or approach the coach to discuss the topics you have written down 24 hours 

AFTER the game. 

3. Send an e-mail to the Hockey Coordinator, outlining what was discussed. 

 

      
Player’s Name (print)      

 

                   

Print Parent’s Name        Parent’s Signature    Date 

 

              

Print Parent’s Name              Parent’s Signature   Date 

 

 



Zero Tolerance Policy 
 

In an effort to keep ice hockey a more desirable and rewarding experience for all participants, 

AHAI has instructed the Officiating Program to adhere to certain points of emphasis relating to 

sportsmanship.  This campaign is designed to require all players, coaches, officials, team 

officials, administrators and parents/spectators to maintain a sportsmanlike and educational 

atmosphere before, during and after all USA Hockey-sanctioned games/practices.  Thus, the 

following points of emphasis must be implemented by all referees and linesman: 

 

Players: Violations of the Zero Tolerance Policy could include but are not limited to: 

1. Openly disputes or argues any decision by an official; 

2. Uses obscene or vulgar language at any time, including swearing, even if it is not directed 

at a particular person; 

3. Visually displays any sign of dissatisfaction with an official’s decision. 

Any time that a player persists in any of these actions, he or she shall be assessed a 

misconduct penalty.  A game misconduct shall result if the player continues such action. 

4. Players involved in incidents during team practices that harm players/coaches, disrupt the 

flow of practice, and/or failure to comply with coach’s instruction could result in 

punishment for that player.  

 

Coaches: Violations of the Zero Tolerance Policy could include but are not limited to: 

1. Openly disputes or argues any decision by an official; 

2. Uses obscene or vulgar language in a boisterous manner to anyone at any time; 

3. Visually displays any sign of dissatisfaction with an official’s decision, including 

standing on the boards or standing in the bench doorway with the intent of inciting the 

officials, players or spectators. 

4. Any time that a coach persists in any of these actions, he or she shall be assessed a game 

misconduct penalty. 

 

In the event that a game/practice is stopped due to a coach or a player violating the Zero 

Tolerance Policy, the incident shall be reported to the Hockey Coordinator.  If the violator is a 

player, the coaches and manager for the affected shall attempt to meet with the player.  Any 

further violations of the Zero Tolerance Policy by that same player will be reported to the 

Hockey Coordinator who will discuss the violation(s) with the Homewood Flossmoor Park 

District Ice Arena management.  The Hockey Coordinator will meet with the player to discuss 

the violation and if needed, impose an appropriate penalty, which can include suspending the 

violator from participating in the next game/practice, in addition to any league suspensions. If the 

violator is a coach, the coach will meet with the Hockey Coordinator to discuss the violation and 

if needed, the coordinator will impose appropriate penalty, which can include suspending the 

violator from coaching the next game/practice, in additional to any league suspensions. Repeat 

offenders of the zero tolerance policy could face additional suspension time or may include 

removal from a team.  

 

Parents/Spectators: the game will be stopped by on-ice officials when the parents/spectators 

displaying inappropriate and disruptive behavior interfere with the other spectators or the 



game/practice.  The on-ice officials will identify violators to the coaches for the purpose of 

removing parents/spectators from the spectators viewing the game area. 

             (initials) **NEW** AHAI has instilled a 3 GAME SUPENSION to any spectator 

thrown out of a game by a referee. 

Once removed, play will resume.  Lost time will not be replaced and violators may be subject to 

further disciplinary action by the local governing body.  This inappropriate and disruptive 

behavior shall include: 

1. Use of obscene or vulgar language in a boisterous manner to anyone at anytime.  

Taunting of players, coaches, officials or other spectators by means of baiting, ridiculing, 

threatening or exhibiting physical violence. 

2. Throwing of any object in the spectators’ viewing area, player’s bench, penalty box or on 

ice surface, directed in any manner as to create a safety hazard. 

 

In the event that play is stopped due to a parent or other family member of a player violating the 

Zero Tolerance Policy, the incident shall be reported to the Hockey Coordinator.  The coaches 

and team manager from the affected team shall attempt to meet with the parent or other family 

member.  Any further violations of the Zero Tolerance Policy by that same parent or family 

member will be reported to the Hockey Coordinator.  The Hockey Coordinator will meet with 

the violator and will impose an appropriate penalty, which can include suspending the violator 

from attending any and all games, banning the violator from home games, or reporting the 

incident to the NWHL.  

 

             (initials) A team manager, the HF Hockey Coordinator and any employee from the HF 

Ice arena has the authority to remove a spectator from the stands at any time for a violation of the 

Zero Tolerance Policy.  Penalties will follow the same pattern as above. 

 

 

I have read and understand the Zero Tolerance Policy.  I understand the repercussions if I were to 

violate the Zero Tolerance Policy. 

 

             

 Guardian Name   Signature    Date 

 

             

 Guardian Name   Signature    Date 

 

             

Player’s Name    Signature    Date 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Jersey Order Sheet 
Name Jersey Size/Sock Size 

    

1st Number Choice   

2nd Number Choice   

3rd Number Choice   

 

Please fill out the form above to receive your new jersey 

for the fall season. Jerseys will be paid for upon their 

arrival with the name/number/patches affixed to the 

jersey. Jersey Costs- $175 

ODD Birth Years MUST PICK ODD numbers!  

(Example 2007 birth year could pick 73, 19, 87) 

EVEN Birth Years MUST PICK EVEN numbers!  

(Example 2006 birth year could pick 88, 18, 2) 


